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Cancer Healing 
 
Basic Understanding of Cancer: 
Cancer is like an energetic parasite that is smart in its ability to stay hidden in the system but stupid from the 
perspective that, left to its own devices, it will kill its host. 
The most common psycho-spiritual meaning of cancer is self-rejection and self-hatred.  This is hard for anyone with 
cancer to accept or even understand as they face the reality of having cancer.  The language we use of vows and 
chakras is much easier to deliver the message that they might be making unconscious choices that block energy from 
that area of their body and energy field, causing illness.  Self-love is always an essential part of the cancer healing but 
it has to do with freedom statements more than bubble baths.  A very strong vow (self-rejection, “Good mothers give 
and have no needs”) against being who you truly are (a woman/mother who has needs), will have a direct impact on 
the body related to that area (i.e. breasts-nurturing the self and others) and if the energy is totally blocked from that 
area long enough the cells are not able to stay healthy at the first chakra level and a cancer can form there (breast 
cancer).  Energetically it is the vow that is the cancer in their life and is destroying more than body tissue. 

Cancer’s Cloaking Device: 
Cancer is a very smart parasite.  Just like a vow that enlists the entire psyche to buy into its story and protect it (since 
most vows are trauma and wound-based) and feed it energy, the physical cancer is no different.  Cancer cells use the 
same 1st chakra vibration as if it were a baby, or an organ that is growing like organs grow in fetuses.  The body does 
not see it as an enemy to send white blood cells to eradicate; it sees it as a growing part of the self and a part that 
needs to be nurtured with red blood cells.  That is why they grow so fast.  The correlation between how insidious a vow 
is in your system and physical cancer is remarkable. 
The first tactic in working with cancer patients is to encapsulate the cancer with high frequency blue light, so the body 
can see it as an invading energy.  The cancer cloaks its intentions and appears as a good part of the body by operating 
as the first chakra red energy.  The body sees it and feeds it like its own organ, like you grew a new liver or kidney.  
Your body then actually defends it and pulls energy away from other healthy organs to support it, depleting the immune 
system and strengthening its control of the system. 
Once the cancer is encapsulated the person needs to purify every toxin out of the system in every way they can to 
strengthen the immune system.  Macrobiotic diet, smoking, drinking and drugs not necessary for life must be stopped, 
working with a naturopath, exercise, good sleep, removal of toxic relationships, healings, healthy work environment, 
psychotherapy for depression and anxiety, etc. all need to be addressed to create the healthiest environment to heal. 
Recommended is a regular Chakra Balance once a week with extra attention on the second chakra orange and fifth 
chakra blue energy.  Orange and Blue support the immune system.  Then reduce to a minimum of once a month after 
that for 2 years.  Healing work must be constant.  Supporting them in a new worldview and lifestyle is essential.   
Having a support team is essential.  They cannot do this alone, and they should not play victim to the cancer in hopes 
that a doctor takes away their cancer nor demand that one family member be their total emotional support. 

The Two Spiritual Purposes of Cancer: 
All cancers have two spiritual purposes.  One is to awaken the person to a part of themselves they have rejected with a 
vow and become a more conscious and stronger person.  The second is as a path to dying and going home.  No 
healer knows which is the truth, but both are dealt with the same way: Living every day like it may be your last. 
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Client State of Mind: 
After a cancer diagnosis, all clients will feel fear.  Everyone wonders if they are the cause of their own cancer or if they 
are being punished by god.  They will also have fears of what a healthy life means and who and what they will have to 
let go of to live it.  Or, if the cancer is progressing, fear of the afterlife is often an important part of the healing.  You will 
want to support them by giving them resources to educate and support them. 

Healer Process: 
Healers need to deal with their issues around cancer and own their own fears or denial of their fears.  This means 
working through these fears with a therapist or healer. 
Healers should never perform a Cancer Healing when their own immune system is compromised. 

Cancer Healing Technique: 
1. Do the normal grounding of all 3 levels of your field and protect with silver gloves. 
2. Run green light up through the entire body from the feet. 
3. If the person is on chemotherapy, sweep the field in a claw-like pulling action, down the body to remove the 

excess chemo from other parts of the body.  Leave the chemo in the cancer area. 
4. Sweep to feel anywhere the body has trauma and sweep that out of the field. 
5. Do a Chakra Balance up to the surgery/cancer site (spend time on the 2nd chakra).  Encapsulate the cancer area 

with blue light with the intention that the body is now able to perceive cancer as an invader. 
6. If there was surgery or radiation, you need to deal with the actual tissue damage and organ damage, which you 

need to restructure and clean up.  This will remove phantom limb pain. 
7. Then weave the seven levels of the field over the site.  Hold both hands over the surgery/cancer site, raising them 

a little for each layer: 

• Chakra 1 Level - Charge and clear, repair by restructuring with thin blue lines 
• Chakra 2 Level - Clear, sweep gently, charge and balance 
• Chakra 3 Level - Charge and clear, repair by restructuring with thin yellow lines  
• Chakra 4 Level - Clear, sweep gently, charge and balance 
• Chakra 5 Level - Charge and clear, repair by restructuring with spiritual template indigo lines 
• Chakra 6 Level - Clear, sweep gently, charge and balance, synchronize with all lower levels 
• Chakra 7 Level - Charge and clear, repair by restructuring with thin gold lines.  Ask your guides to place a 

healthy, gold immune system screen over the top of the site that will filter out toxins and negative energies. 
Feel gold light pouring through every level of the field. 

8. Finish the Chakra Balance from the surgery/cancer site. 
9. Sweep the entire field from feet to head for all 7 chakra levels to integrate the healing throughout their energy field. 
10. Do the Standard Closing:  

1. Hold both hands hovering over the 6th chakra, palms down, sending hand on bottom. Don’t touch forehead. 
2. Send indigo energy going down on the exhale breath, allowing them to see themselves in a different way.  
3. Bring up orange energy on the inhale breath to help them feel themselves in a new way, and help them 

hold and integrate the changes to their energy field.  
4. Close the field. Lift your hands over your head and sweep them down in a circle to help seal up their energy 

field after the work they received. Use the color gold for this.  
5. Close the front and back of your 2nd chakra to complete the healing for you. 

 
Give your client time to settle and integrate on the table.  Ask the client to share about their own experience first. 


